Module 1 for Chapter 1

Directions:
1. Read the written chapter 1 prior to doing the slide presentation
2. Move between slides as the author lectures
3. Complete the assignments as given on the slides.
BIBLE STUDY TECHNIQUES

A Distance Education or Online Study Course
Module 1: Overview

- Welcome to the online course on Bible Study Methods designed for anyone who desires to learn the techniques for Inductive Bible Study which will include observation, interpretation, and application.
- The goal is to enrich those who have knowledge but need basic structure to enhance and increase one’s understanding of Biblical Principles/Truths.
Module 1: Overview

Basics for Learning the Inductive Bible Study Method
- Recording Observations
- Asking Questions
- Interpreting Scriptural Findings
- Writing Subject Sentences
- Dividing a Passage
- Seeking Biblical Principles
- Writing Aims for the Head/Heart/Hands
- Application Questions
OUTLINE OF MODULE 1

- Basic Premises of Bible Study and Rationale
  - Premise: a proposition supporting or helping to support a conclusion.
  - Rationale: the fundamental reason or reasons serving to account for something.

- Practice Exercises
Basic Premise:

and Samaria
and in all Judea
and to the ends of the earth.

You will be my witnesses in ...

Acts 1:8
MODULE 1: Overview

● PRECEPT: Acts 1:8 “we are to be witnesses for Christ first in our Jerusalem, secondly in our Samaria, and lastly to the ends of the earth”

● PREMISE: Without Christ one will enter a Christ-less eternity.
Module 1: Overview

- **PURPOSE:** Luke 6:40 “A disciple is not greater than his teacher, but everyone when fully trained will be like his teacher.’

- **PLAN:** structure and reinforcement

![Image of the ocean with a quote by William Arthur Ward](https://image+quote.com/FamousQuotesAbout.com)
Module 1: Quiz

- You have started your Journal, now add your testimony as a journal entry
  - Prepare a 3 point outline. Pray first and seek God’s direction as to what to include and not include
  - Point 1: What were you like before you met Christ
  - Point 2: What circumstances drew you to Him and made you realize you needed His forgiveness
  - Point 3: What difference has it made in your life since you surrendered to Him
- Answer the questions at the end of chapter 1
- Send all answers in a word doc to (SonShine@bible.org)